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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA. MONTANA

Father Time
Looks Back
Forty Years

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1933

State University Presidents and Athletic Teams of Early Days

VOLUME XXXII. No. 34

jNext Issue
Of Frontier
Out Monday
• First Installment of Terrell Novel,
“Adam’s Cargo,” Is Featured
By Publication

flews Events from Missoulian File

§■ Show World Problems
Like Today’s

I Editor H. G. Merriam announces
We are 40 years old today.
that the February issue of the
■'Gentleman Jim" Corbett first came
Frontier which will be released tor
into his own in the squared ring, the
sale on Monday, February 20, will
government gave fatherly advice to
feature
"Adam’s Cargo,” the first in
the farmer crying “Hold Your Wheat,"
stallment of a novel by Upton Terrell:
Rally won the seven and one-lialf fur
"Second Love,” a series of lyrics by
long stretch at New Orleans, clocked
Eleanor Hanunond; “Myths About
Left to right—Dr. Charles II. Clapp, president of the State University
at 1:41; Robert L. Walker, banker and
Authors,”
an expose of a writer’s ego
since
1921;
Edward
O.
Sisson,
president
from
1917
to
1921;
Frederick
C.
capitalist startled the nation by de
I by Vardis Fisher; two stories: “Up
Scheuch, acting president from 1915 to 1917.
claring himself insolvent to the tune
the
Hill,”
by Hal Driggs, and “Under
of two million, baled hay sold for $15,
standing,” by Benjamin Appel.
and Missoula women were advised to
Several Montana writers have con
take advantage df the new price on
tributed articles for this Issue: “Jourmetal-stay corsets at 99 cents. These
Montana’s first football team, 1897. Top row (left to rig h t): M. Jones,
Iney,"
by Fred J. Ward of Thompson
are a few of the news events taken
Sidney Ward, Goodfellow, II. Nehroedcr, IMUeiiour, Murray. S. Landers.
Falls; "Prairie Death,” a poem by
from the columns of the Missoulian
Second row: Geo. li. Kennott, captain; Prof. Smith, coach; II, Blake, Geo.
Donne Montana Stevens of Billings;
on that cold winter day of February
IVestbr, L. Ebert. Third row: Dan Heyfron, Hugh Kennedy, Crain. .
"Old Man Coyote," northwest folklore
17, 1893, when, during the panic of
by
Glendolin Damon Wagner also of
’93, Governor Richards signed the
Billings; “Open Range,” homestead
precious document which gave us our
days in Montana by Pearl Price Rob
birthright.
ertson of Ronan, and "Trails,” a poem
. .Under the head “In the Basket,” the
by Steve Hogan of Butte.
state legislature approved the bills
Other articles appearing In the pub
authorizing the creation of the Greater
lication are two “War Department
University of Montana. All day they,
Left to right—Edwin B. Craighead, president of the State University
I Records,” edited by Lloyd Lehrbas;
fought over the location of the state
from 1912 to 1915; Clyde A. Duniwny, president from 1908 to 1912, and
an essay, “A Day in March,” by
• prison and the Billings faction lost.
j August Dereleth and a story, ’’The
Oscar J. Craig, first president, 1895 to 190S.
That day they passed bills prescribing
Coffin Boat,” by Howard McKinley
school holidays, the levying of a state
ICoonlng.
tax, the erection of outbuildings at
I Copies will be sold in the corridor
school houses, and the protection of
Iof the Library building, at Main hall
fish and game. That was a busy day
and the Students’ Store. Those stu
for the solons.
dents who paid their yearly subscrip
It was on that day that Gentleman
tion fee and have not received their
Jim Corbett, who today lies at the
November and January copies may
point of death, told Charlie Mitchell,
call for them at Room 111 at the
English pugilist, that he would fight
Library.
him any time but only on a wlnnertake-all proposition. Mitchell wanted
an 80-20 split and Corbett replied
through the press, “If I can’t whip
that windbag I don’t want a c e n t”
An early track team. They look like a winning bunch. Notice the
■' The national government was hav
striped jerseys. This picture was taken in front of what Is now tiie women’s
ing trouble, and congress was faced
Group Presents Numbers By
gymnasium.
In those days the frame building northeast pf the oval was
F
irst
State
University
basketball
team,
190(1.
Top
row—Goodbnrn,
with the question of issuing three per
Famous Composers
the
athletic
headquarters
of
the
University.
Efforts
to
Identify
the
squad
Gilliam,
Coach
Sclinle,
Fasrell
and
Wenger.
Second
row—Smith,
McPliall
cent bonds to maintain the gold re
members In this picture have failed.
and GarUngton.
Piano pupils of John Crowderj proserve, against vigorous opposition
’ fessor in the School of Music, gave
from the nations’ silver men.
a student recital for the class in Dean
Pope Leo XIII received 8,000 pil
DeLoss Smith's studio in Main hall
grims who visited Rome in connection
last evening at 7 o’clock.
with the Episcopal jubilee. The Spok
The program was as follows:
ane Review and Spokesman papers
Scarlatti
ISonata .....
codlblned interests. Advertising col
Famous Scientist Tells Students
.Mary Hamilton
limns looked healthy, and prices were
Research
Work
In
Nigeria
Sonata in A Minor—First Movement
low. The Missoula Mercantile com
................
Schubert
pany featured women’s night gowns at
Dr. Cornelius B. Philip, associate
George Dlckel
95 cents, men’s woolen drawers a t 50
entomologist of the United States Pub-1
Intermezza in A Minor „ ........Brahms
cents and hosiery at 30 cents,
lie Health laboratory of Hamilton, ad
Romance ..........
...Brahms
j - It was 40 years ago, but the world
F. C. Scheuch, Only Remaining Member of First Faculty, Presides;
Prof.
F.
C.
Scheuch,
Dr.
M.
J.
Elrod,
Dr.
J.
P.
Rowe,
Senior
Members
dressed
Phi
Sigma,
national
honorary
H arriet Calhoun
still talks over the same problems.
Meeting Uses Subject, “What Should the State University
biological society at a meeting held
Of Teaching Staff, Are Optimistic About Institution’s
Fautasie—Impromptu ___ __Chopin
The paper looked natural from the
Tuesday evening.
Of Montana Be?”
Cornelia Clack
Future As They Reminisce of Past
standpoint of news breaks, but there
Clair de L u n e ...................... ..Debussy
Dr. Philip illustrated Ills talk deal
were more advertisements by money
Helen ITalloran
ing with his experiences in Nigeria by
“lenders in ’93 than in ’33.
In this year of a radically-reduced appropriation, of extreme salary showing pictures on a screen and by | Celebrating the fortieth anniversary of the State University’s Charter Intermezzo in B Minor ....... ...Brahms
— ■ the
I first convocation of the quarter was held in the Main hall {intermezzo in A F l a t ......... ...Brahms
cuts and of general curtailment of the growth of the University, three displaying native trinkets. During his -Day,
faculty men, veterans of many similar reverses and men who have one and one-half years’ work in N i- 1auditorium this morning. The meeting was in the nature of a forum, Intermezzo in B F l a t ___ .-Brahms
Ellen Alden
served the .University periods of years totaling more than a century, geria, Dr. Philip spent most of his using.the subject, “What Should the State University of Montana Be?”
"3>Prof. F. C. Scheuch acted as presiding By a Meadow B ro o k .........-MacDowell
time studying the mosquito, which is ------------;---------------------------are still optimistically and hopefully®—
chairman.. The point of view of the Will O’ the Wisp ................ MacDowell
Infected with yellow fever.
looking to the future.
new members of the faculty was pre- To a Water L ily .................. MacDowell
“While studying the mosquitoes the
University students, faculty mem
sented by Prof. A. K. Smith, and th an In Autumn - ..........................MacDowell
life specimens were kept in room s;
bers and alumni, who at the present j
Lura Jean Hunt
which were nothing more than several
Magazine Contains Large Variety time fear for the University, might re
Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum..Debussy
mosquito-proof wire cages inside of
ceive inspiration and encouragement
|; Of Fiction; Faculty Member
president, discussed the point of view Terpsichorean Vendobora.....Godowsky
each other. The mosquitoes in the
And Students Contribute
from the attitude of the three senior
Helen Haas
cages were usually infected with yel
Silver Loving Cups Are Selected of the students, and Pres. C. H. Clapp
members of the faculty,' Prof. F. C, |
gave
the point of view of the execu Prelude in G M a jo r......Rachmaninoff
IK.
D.
Swan
Exhibits
Lantern
Slides;
low fever and If they stung anyone it
fli The February issue of Collegiana Scheuch, Dr. M. J. Elrod and Dr. J. P.
As Prizes for Annual
tive. Each speaker gave answers to Evening in Granada
Committee Heads lleport
Debussy
was possible that the person bitten
which goes on sale Monday, will offer Rowe.
Varsity Vodvll Show
{some of the questions placed in the
On School Functions
Mrs. Darrell Parker
would contract yellow fever. Occa
a greater variety of fiction than pre
Prof F. C. Scheuch
^
question
box
earlier
in
the
week.
In
connection
with
the
program,
sionally, one of the mosquitoes would
vious publications, Richard Lake,
Two silver loving cups
Found seated a t his huge roll-top
A musical program, arranged by Ellen Alden, junior in the School of
I Members of the Forestry club wit- break out of the cages in which they awarded at Varsity Vodvil were or
jjjfditor, announced yesterday,
desk In his office in the Law building.
f | The following articles submitted | Professor Scheuch, Montana’s sartor- nessed a series of colored lantern were kept and they proved to be a dered Wednesday by Dick Schneider, DeLoss Smith, dean of the School of Music, gave a brief sketch on the life
Music,
included a violin solo by Rus of Brahms.
will appear in the publication:
ically perfect fac- glides, photographed and presented by constant source of danger. During the manager of the 1933 production which
sell Watson, and a vocal solo by Ken
*Hobo,” a short story by Dick 0 ’Mal-|
ulty man, kindly. ^
swan, Forest Service photo experiments mosquitoes were allowed will appear at the Fox-Wilma theater,
to sting monkeys and chimpanzees and Friday, March 3. Schneider expects neth Skukrud. Rufus Coleman, chairley. This is O’Malley’s first essay
consented
grapher, picturing the scenic beauty
..
. . .
• .
man of the public exercises committee,
the ultimate effect of each sting was the
since “Black Ike,” which appeared in
cups to be here in about a week
. . . .
quizzed.
of
the
southwest
Wednesday
night
In
watched. In this way various studies and will arrange to put them on dis was in charge of the program
a Collegiana last year; “A Suggestion
Few
students
Charter Granted in 1893
the
Forestry
library.
The
meeting
could
be
made
for
possible
cures
for
for the Future,” an essay on voca
play
as
soon
as
they
arrive.
may realize that
The State University of Montana
tional guidance by Dr. W. R. Ames,
the vice-president opened with the discussion of group yellow fever,” Dr. Philip said.
In addition to these trophys the win was established when the state legis Prof. A. S. Merrill lectured on the
“Derivation of the Normal Distribu
^professor in the Department of Edu
“The Increasing possibility of the ning acts will recejve $25 awards, not
of the University, activities and the taking of group piclature granted it a charter on Febru tion Curve,” at a meeting of the Math
cation and Psychology; “The Wild
although born In
spread of yellow fever due to the fact including the $25 which is given to
| lures for the Sentinel
ary 17, 1893. Action providing for the ematics club held in Craig hall at 7:30
Bunch,” a yarn by Orville Sparrow
Lafayette, I n d . ,
of speedy transportation between each of the seven acts to help defray
of which
Swan’s pictures, r
organization of the State University o’clock last night.
and, “Rodeo Man,” a sketch by Jack
received his pricountries makes it altogether possible their expenses. Delta Gamma won the
This equation, technically known as
Hinman, both students of the School|
m a r y education wer n natural color, showed points for the Infected insect to migrate to cup for the best women's act last was passed and the control of the inof interest In Bryce and Grand Canof Forestry. Two reviews, “Those
the American continent,” Dr. Philip year, and Phi Sigma Kappa that for stltution was placed in the hands of the "Gaussian Curve,” is better known
the
.Great
Basin
and
Zion
Na
the.State Board of Education. Pre- on
cam p
a8 ^he grade curve.
University One Acts,” and “The T ruth[
schools of Spain y°ns>
concluded.
the men’s.
viou8 to this, the legislature in 1891 p r0feSy0r Merrill explained the curve
About Blayds” by Richard Lake; and Germany and could speak little tional park. There were also views
Schneider and his assistants will at- had set aside 72 sections of land, most
jin
detail,
showing
through mathe
“What Every College Student Should English until the age of 18. As his of the famous Rainbow arch, Mormon
SAYATOVICirS FATHER
tend practices of the different groups of Wltich was situated in the Bitter
Know,” a humorous essay by an father was American Consul-gen Temple In Salt Lake City, the Hopl
IS DEAD IX AXACOXDA and offer suggestions to them as soon Root and Flathead districts, for the matical conclusions how it was deand
Navajo
Indians
and
ancient
cliff
jrived and how it is applied.
anonymous author; two reviews taken eral in Barcelona, Spain, Professor
as they are ready to present complete {maintenance of the school,
Refreshments were served after the
from different viewpoints on Ernest Scheuch, a t the age of 3 went there dwellings.
During the business meeting, com- Word has been received here of the rehearsals. The assistant managers i •X'lie first classes were begun on Sep- meeting.
Hemingway’s “Death in the After to live.
He attended the public
death of G. R. Sayatovich, father of include Tom Coleman, publicity man-1 tember 11, 1895, and were held In the
Imittee
heads
reported
on
hockey,
basnoon,’' by Tom Coleman and Kenneth schools there and Spanish
George Sayatovich, sophomore in the ager; Stanley Hill, assistant; Mer-1 willai’d school building, the use of |
GLEE CLUB FLANS RECITAL
JjPeck, who are students in the School reality his mother tongue. As his Earn. | ketball. Forestry Kalmln and Forest Department of Physical Education.
cedes Sprague, manager of ticket which was donated by the citizens of
Of Journalism. An editorial will ap ily was of German descent, at the age ers’ Ball finances. Approximately two
Mr. Sayatovich came to Anaconda sales; Frank Lanzendorfer, manager Missoula. Fifty students enrolled for | Members of the Women’s Glee club
thousand
man
hours
were
expended
on
pear also by Leonard Kenfield.
of 12 he was sent to school in Frank, ,, . ,
from Austria about 40 years ago and of general detail, and Dick Shaw, mie fjr8t fan quarter and at the end will present their first recital of the
Collegiana copies will go on sale in fort, Germany At 18 he returned to|this year’s Bali, which is slightly less
has resided there since that time. stage manager.
according to Dean Deof the year there were 135 registered. I
Alain hall and in the Library at the his native land and entered Purdue than the time recorded for the pro
Loss Smith of the School of Music.
duction of the 1932 Foresters’ Ball. Prior to an extended illness he was
Scheuch on First Faculty
•regular price of 10 cents.
university.
Bob Curette, law student,
employed in the converter department
turned ] p rof, F, c. Scheuch, who is at pres-1
[
Pictures
were
taken
of
the
Forestry
a&Richard Lake stated that this issue
Originally intending to prepare for
club, Druids, honorary forestry organ of the Anaconda reduction works. He Wednesday from his home in Butte !e„( vice-president of the State Uni Mary Hobbins is expected to return
:;?#ould be the last one published this the diplomatic service, Dr. Scheuch
ization, and the Rifle club for the 1933 is survived by his widow and four where he had been called by the Yeri ty and chairman of the Depart-1 to school Monday, after a two weeks’
Quarter, the next to appear early In soon discovered that as a student at
absence due to liter mother’s illness.
serious illness of his younger sister. I
children.
(Continued on Page Four)
Sentinel.
¥arch.
(Continued on Page Four)

Recital Is Given
By Music Students

Dr Cornelius Philip CHARTER DAY FORUM
VETERAN FACULTY
Addresses Honorary
OBSERVES FOUNDING
MEMBERS RECOUNT
OF STATE UNIVERSITY
EARLY EXPERIENCES

Editor Announces
Collegiana Issue
For February 20

jForestry Club
Witnesses Photos
Of Scenic Beauty

Manager Orders
Trophy Awards
For Production

Merrill Addresses
Mathematics Club
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, February 17
Kappa Kappa Qamma._.Pledge Formal
Phi Sigma K a p p a ............ Coffee Dan’s
Sigma Pill E p silo n ..................Informal
Saturday, Febrnnry 18
South Hall __________ j ____ Tie Ball
Community C h e st....................Informal

Printed by the School of Journalism Press

Friday, February 17, 1933 i

KAIMIN

Former Students
Receive Honors
In Other Schools

Swimming Contest
Planned for Today
Fans may sec future varsity swim
mers in action this afternoon at 4
o’clock, when the aquatic stars from
eight groups representing the Inde
pendents and the fraternities, vie for
honors in the intram ural swimming
tournament.
This event is one of the numerous
contests th at now hold a prominent
place in intram ural athletics. It Is one
of the latest to be tried here, and Is
proving to be popular among the stu
dents, if the number of contestants
means a thing. Awards will be given
for Individual winners, and tbe com
petition will be for teams entered by
the groups.
Finals will be run off today in the
40-yard free style, backstroke, 100yard free style, breast stroke; 220yard free style, plunge for distance,
diving and 160-yard relay race.
Winners of the trial and semi-final
heats of Wednesday's races are: 40yard free style, Turrell (Kappa Sig
ma; MacArthur (S.A.E.); Angland,
(S.A.E.); LaCasss, (Independent). 100yard free style, Turrell, MacArthur,
Angland, Roskle (Sigma Chi); O'Neill
(Phi Sig). Backstroke, Landell (In
dependent) ; Wigal (Phi D elt); Roskle
(Sigma Chi); MacArthur (S.A.E.) and
Bell (Phi Sig).

Chemistry Faculty Members Hear
News of Clapp, Chute,
Roden, Long
Members of the faculty in the De
partm ent of Chemistry have received
news of several graduates of the State
University who are attending other
universities at the present time. |1

Social activities this week-end be
gan a day earlier than usual. Last
night, with the opening night of the
Daniel Clapp, who graduated from
JOHN B. CURTIS.................:...................................... ...... ........EDITOR
CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA Masquers’ play, “The Truth About
the Department of Chemistry in 19J2,,
Blayd8," was the occasion of several
RICHARD SCHNEIDER......_ ........ —............... BUSINESS MANAGER
Montanans crowding Into Main Hall
received the second highest rating ig
fraternity theatre parties. Among
for the fortieth anniversary of the
graduate chemistry work a t the Massthem were Sigma Chi, Phi Delta
From the
State University's Charter Day—F. C,
achusettg
Institute of Technology dur
Theta, Phi Sigma Kappa, Sigma Nu,
(Prof.) Schench dignifying the gather
ing tbe first semester of the present
and Delta Sigma Lambda. Several of
ing as presiding chairman—A.S.U.M
school year. Newton Chute, '30, a
these gave firesides after the play.
A Bit of Retrospection
Prexy (Blue Boy) Meloy sentiment
graduate of the Department of
Tonight the Kappa Kappa Gammas will
LONG with the other famous Geology, was also an honor student
It is two score years ago today that the State Legislature passed the alizing “Montana, My Montana”—Rn
entertain at a Golden Key Cabaret,
birthdays that February boasts during the last semester in graduated
bill which granted a charter to the State University at Missoula. Action (Nero) Watson fiddling between the the Sigma Phi Epsilons at an informal
Is th at of the State University. Today work in the field of geology. Robert
providing for the organization of the institution was passed and con heated arguments—Jerry Franks! eat dance and the Phi Sigma Kappas will
ing ham sandwiches and apple pie In
it
is
forty
years old. Not very ancient, | Boden, ’32, a graduate of the Departi
hosts a t their annual “Coffee
trolling powers were placed in the hands of the State Board of Educa
the Little Theatre after peddling tick
as universities go. Still, it is well ment of Chemistry is also attending
Dan’s.” At the cabaret dance, Mrs. J.
tion.
ets to campus Greeks for the current
enough along to have overcome the the Massachusetts Institute of TechS. Keith, Mrs. M. E. Ferguson, Dean
A good deal of water has passed beneath the bridge since those Masquers' success, “T he-Truth About
early handicaps of lack of experience noiogy.
H arriet R. Sedman, Dr. and Mrs. C.
early nineties, when the state witnessed the birth of higher education Blayds,” now playing — Dr. R. T
and
lack of m aterial with which to
Franklin Long, a graduate of the
Clapp, Prof, and Mrs. F. C.
in Montana. The child, in a sense, has matured. With its maturity Yonng counting microbes on Horace Scheuch, Dean and Mrs. R. H. Jesse,
work. Forty years of Increasing en- Department of Chemistry in 1932,;was
(Red) Warden’s business-office
rollroents, of multiplying courses and an honor student at the University jjf
there has come smooth development, perfect functioning of all its units
Dean and Mrs. C. H. Leapbart and
counting machine—Celia Caffln asking
schools, of added buildings. For 34 of California during the fall semester is
and organs— the haphazard, clumsy efforts of adolescence have been Prof, Paul (Nicaragua) Blschoff “Why Dean and Mrs. R. C. Line will be the
those
years, the campus of the State graduate chemistry work. He also
perfected and polished until the ultimate result is a thing of satisfac he ever came back from the tropics”— chaperons. Dean and Mrs. R. C. Line
University has been growing. The received commendation for his teach
and Dean and Mrs. J. E. Miller will
Boh (Banana) BeU back-stroking his
tion to those who are a part of it.
trees are assuming proportions, as is ing ability in handling chemistry lab
act as chaperons a t the Sigma Phi
We find ourselves endeavoring to compare the modes and habits way to fame in the interfraternity Epsilon informal and a t “Coffee
tbe alumni roll. In the 40 years since oratory classes.
swimming try-outs—Jewish engineers
the first charter was granted to the
and customs of yesterday with those of today. And only in a minor trouncing the ink-slinging Marcus Dan’B” Prof, and Mrs. C. F. Delss and
school, there has been little that was
sense can we realize the tremendous changes which have been wrought Cook newshounds—Bud (True) Story Prof, and Mrs. A. K. Smith will be
not development Like a child, the
in things physical, moral and educational. The last two decades have leading—Andy Cogswell now smoking the chaperons. Tomorrow evening
most rapid and spectacular growth!
there will be a Community Chest
witnessed abolition of kingdoms, a devastating war, the unleashing of a pipe—Flora (Dora) Horsky and Nat dance in the men’s gymnasium and Oliver Blayds and his daughter, was in the first few years of its ex
people’s minds. The world is in the midst of the greatest economic (Spats) Allen rushing down Daly to South hall residents will entertain at Isobel, were the two outstanding char istence. Then it slowed up, somewhat,
Dr. Freeman Daughters, dean of the
their respective boarding bousesacters in the Masquers' major produc and started to “fill o u t” Now it has
muddle it has ever experienced.
their annual winter informal dance
Someone stuffing the Senior activity
tion, "The T ruth About Blayds,” pre reached a point where, despite an j School of Edncation, has presents®
Quite a different picture from that which must have characterized box with an activity suggestion for
collection
of covers from the L ite r is i
sented at the Little Theatre last eve occasional legislative twinge, it is In
the time when the University was created, is it not? Although there Mary Woody—Oscar Zilch listing his At the Fraternities and Sororities ning. The play as A. A. Milne wrote the prime of life—neither so young as Digest magazine to the Departm ent*
After a period of social retirem ent
Fine
Arts.
Tbe collection has bees
were vexatious problems to be faced in the beginning, there certainly extra-curricular activities—P a t Caven due to the cold weather, the weekly it, gave these characters the best op to be injudicious nor so old as to be
must have been a feeling of hope and optimism at the launching of refereeing as the final game of the social activity a t the sorority and fra portunlties and neither Leslie Pace ultra-conservative. It’s a good half made over a period of three years and
the present exhibition consists of
Interfraternity basketball league
nor Ruth Perham Ignored, in their way point.
the new project. Youth always is courageous— misgivings, doubts and
ternity houses has started again.
about one hundred and eighty pieces.
played.
finished portrayals, any of the oppor
apprehensions are left for maturity and old age.
At the Delta Gamma house Tuesday tunities presented.
In connection with this exhibit; are
evening, Dr. and Mrs. C. ‘ H. Clapp,
N AN eastern school there are pub three drawings by Carl Stukey, a stu
These are times for looking forward, not backward. It matters lit Instead of favorite recipes for brew
Oliver Blayds—receiving the plaud
tle how prosperous we were in the twenties. The nation was exhili- Collegians now trade fiscal theories Dean H arriet Rankin Sedman, Donna its of his family and world on his
lished two magazines, one of them dent in the Great Fails high school.
Fitzpatrick and Virginia Cooney were
The exhibit was put on display Sun
new.
ratingly drunk on its own success and it was only inevitable that it
ninetieth birthday, being graciously humorous, the other literary. For sev
dinner guests. Kathryn Slnnott, Hope
day, and will be open the rem alndal
reminiscent, and suddenly, an old, old eral years the humor magazine has,
should suffer the hangover. Montana, swept in the general tide of
Newly organized is the Pure Lan- Matthews and Katherine Mason were
of the week.
gloom and adversity, is ailing along with everyone else. It certainly guage league, which requests every guests a t the Alpha Phi house last man, becoming, terrified of death and with no particular effort, maintained
frightened of the consequences of his its circulation figures, while, for sev_ I I..VRGE NUMBER ATTEND
cannot be said that the atmosphere is filled with cheery optimism anent one to refrain from swearing during night.
“following through”—this was the eral years, the literary publication
NEWMAN CLUB BREAKFAST
the educational situation. We are forgetting, losing sight of the ideals 1933. Reformers have an amazing Evg Lesell was the guest of Irm a
_____
highlight of the play. After his death, has tried desperately to continue its
and dreams of those who created the University forty years ago. There capacity for trying to do the right Tressman a t the Kappa Delta house the importance of the other characters publication. This year, much to the J About seventy-five members of the
Tuesday evening. That same evening faded a little, even though the pre astonishment of the editors concerned, Newman club, national organization®
is need today for a strong morale, for clear-headed, optimistic leaders thing at the wrong time.
Louise Reed and Peggy Wilcox were dicament fti which his life, and death, the literary magazine circulation has
and thinkers— “The University, it must prosper.”
Catholic students, were present at z
We’ll be damned if tbey’U take also dinner guests at the Kappa Delta bad placed the family, was distinctly been exceeding th at of the humor breakfast served in St. Anthony’s par
swearing away from us. Profanity and house. ,
sheet. Of course, there is a possibility ish hail Sunday at 10 o’clock.
Interesting.
bull sessions are about the sole re Rev. Thomas Bennett was a dinner | Isobel Blayds was outstanding in that the humor has ceased being hu
The Student Viewpoint
After the breakfast there was -a
maining forms of recreation for the guest at the Sigma Kappa house the scene‘where she told the family morous, and that the literary maga
short business meeting followed by a
President Pete Meloy, in his talk at convocation this morning, gave financially-depressed collegian.
Thursday evening. After dinner, he the secret th at Oliver Blayds had con zine has struck upon a policy of gen
program which consisted of two vocal
voice to questions which long have been bothering the student mind.
addressed the group on "Protestant cealed for seventy years. Again, the eral interest to students. The explana solos by Martha Kimball and a tap
It is difficult to determine, in a concrete fashion, what the final effect THE HEN IS MIGHTIER THAN ism.”
author was partially responsible, but tion given by the editor of the literary dance by Helen Helean.
THE HARP
Dinner guests a t the Sigma Kappa Ruth Perham's acting was the deter publication is that students are morej
of this morning’s session will mean. Students, for a long time, have
bemoaned the interference with what they consider their own business. (Classified ad)—MANDOLIN (390), house last night Included Miss Char mining factor in the significance of serious-minded today than heretofore, Mrs. DarrelT Parker, pupil of John
—and that they are bored with the Crowder, professor in the School*
Yet this is the first instance wherein one of them has come out and will trade for white leghorn pullets. lotte Russell, Eleanor MacDonald and the scene.
maudlin rah-rah-ism that was popular Music, will give a piano recital the
Write 19948SS Delvana.
Ruth Freed.
Oasia Taylor as Marlon Blaydsstated what is probably the inherent cause for the present lethargic
Delta Delta Delta entertained Ger Conway, oldest daughter of the poet, three or four years ago. It is an in latter part of this quarter.
state of student mind.
“Killing to Live,” one of the newest aldine Adams a t dinner Wednesday
teresting development of the depres
was as delightful as Masquers' audi
There are three classes of people who come here to school, Meloy Hollywood cinematic productions, is evening.
sion, if it is so. Now we are waiting
ences have come to expect her to be.
reported
to
be
“a
portrayal
of
the
to
see if Montana students will react
asserted. There is first, that class, a very small percentage, which
Glass or Private Lessons
Paul Marshall was a dinner guest Helen Marie Donahue as Septlma, the
aspires to the ultra-intellectual group and cares not one iota for school struggles for survival among the low at the Delta Sigma Lambda house rebellious grand-daughter of Oliver in a sim ilar way. If they do, the next
er animals.”
edition of Colleglana should sell out
Blayds, was also more than satisfac
associations, traditions or sentiments; second, that slightly larger
Wednesday evening.
This is said to be the first motion
without difficulty, and the editor will
group which sees in college nothing but a prolongation of childhood picture that dares to present the life At the Sigma Chi house Wednesday tory.
be forced to retract some of his re
days; third, by far the largest group, composed of average students, of a faculty member since the latest evening Tom Judge and Bob Nelson It was probably a fault of the au cent accusations of non-interest.
CALL 3232
thor
that,
with
the
exception
of
Oliver
were
dinner
guests.
who come to college with the intention of improving themselves cul salary cuts.—Washington Daily.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Lansing and Dr. Blayds, the men In the play were not
turally, at the same time proud of their school’s name, desirous of
HE
head
of
the
Department
of
Freshmen co-eds a t Syracuse re and Mrs. J. D. Hobson and Miss Mil given opportunities for as outstanding
making friendships and observing traditions.
Psychology at the University of EVERYTHING A WOMAN CAN DO
cently told what they knew about life dred Stone were dinner guests a t the acting as were the women. Don Marrs
Stating that the student viewpoint seemed to be that the admin in a questionnaire. Among various Kappa Kappa Gamma house last as the son-in-law and Robert Bates as Wichita in Kansas has made experi to make herself naturally beautiful;
is right to do. See
the grandson of the famous Blayds ments which prove the claim that suc
istration was gradually transforming the University into an entirely other things, they were asked if they n ight
academic institution, where athletics and extra-curriculars play no had ever been in love. Sixty-two girls Dinner guests a t the Kappa Alpha were satisfactory, however. Gene Man- cess depends 85 per cent upon per
— At the —
Theta house last aight were Mrs. F. Is we have seen in parts which better sonality and only 16 per cent on
part whatsoever in the school life, Meloy stated: “The majority of said “No” and 120 said "Yes".
suited him, but he did succeed in brains. He declared that colleges tend PALACE HOTEL BARBER SHOP
students are not here for entirely studious reasons; they question the The questionnaire, however, does K. Turner, Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Rowe, making a type role an individual, for to place too much emphasis on the 15
Phone 3922
not state Just WHEN they said “Yes”. Mrs. Harry Turney-High, Georgia
administration’s right to turn Montana into a Reed college. The stu
the most p a rt
per cent requirement. There is an op
Stripp and Tom Rowe.
dents believe . . . that the University administration is manipulating
t the University of Minnesota
portunity for someone to get cynical
Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Ritchey were
the affairs of the student-body so as to make the State University of actives of each sorority are escorting guests at tbe Alpha Xi Delta house Mason, while Maud Evelyn Lehsou or flippant. With the cynic, one could
LAST TIME TONIGHT!
pledges
from
other
houses
to
the
Panrem ark on wasting four years exer
Montana an institution of mere naked learning; . . . that their tradition's
Wednesday night. After dinner Dr. was the guest of Marlon Bates.
Hellenic banquet
Richey spoke on “Sex and the Chris
Mrs. A. J. Knieval was a dinner cising and developing the grey mat
are being curtailed to such an extent that all extra-curricular interest
We imagine the conversations run
guest of Mrs. Theodore Brantly on ter when it is so relatively unimport
will be killed; . . . that this is not a broadminded viewpoint on the something like this: “Oh, it’s really a tia n Standards of Living."
ant. With the flippant, there is an
part of the administration— if the majority of the students do not very nice house, my dear, and I’m so Rev. 0. R. Warford, pastor of the Thursday night.
opportunity t for commenting on the
University Congregational church,
Mr.
W.
D.
Williams
of
Helena
is
favor such disruption of student traditions, the administration should glad you pledged i t at last. Of course was a guest at the Alpha Tau Omega
famous "beautiful but dumb” girl.
visiting his daughter, Bettie, of North
it’s really wise for a girl to kind of
not, little by little, try to force it upon ffiem.”
house Wednesday n ight After dinner, hall.
Bv A. A. Milne
wait
around
until
her
eyes
are
open,
Very concisely and very bluntly did Meloy sum up what we feel
PURS AND BEAR PAWS are going
Reverend Warford spoke on “Shall We Mrs. Carol Humphrey entertained at
but of course you have a very nice
THREE
ACTS OF
Repeal
the
Ten
Commandments
and
actually is the viewpoint of the average student. “What the State house.”
to feel the campus pulse on the
two bridge parties Wednesday and
SATIRICAL COMEDY
the lgtli Amendment?”
University Should Be,” according to the undergraduate angle, if it is
Thursday afternoons at the Alpha Chi question of Aber Day. They are cir
to be bettered, would entail the assuming of a little more responsibility We suggest that the theme song for Ruth Nlckey was a dinner guest at Omega house. The guests on Wednes culating petitions to Central Board.
the professors' College Knowledge t*le
Omega house last night day were Mrs. C. H. Riedelt, Mrs. J. B. The petitions, beside indicating stu
and the exercising of a little more initiative by students.
STU D EN T S 40c
Speer and Miss Vesta Swenson. Mrs. dent interest in the continuation of
An argument of the administration’s could be the possible abuse program over Station KGVO,
North and Corbin Halls
‘Brother, Can You Spare a Dime
Maud Betterton, Mrs. H. B. Avery, one of Montana's few traditions, also
students might give to their increased responsibilities, due to lack of
Corbin hall residents will be host
Mrs. J. P. Rowe, Mrs. H. T. Wilkinson, pledge the signers to faithfully per
perspicacity, vision or matured outlook. From past observations, we Students who are caught drinking ess to North and South halls and all Miss Belle Whithamand and Miss form any tasks which might be as
are forced to wonder whether or not students, if given the chance, at the University of Colorado are sen University students living in private Vesta Swenson wore the guests Thurs signed to them. That shouldn’t be a
homes or residents of Missoula at a
8:15 o’Clork
hard pledge to make, or keep, if every
day afternoon.
would eagerly grasp an opportunity to be responsible for anything. tenced to three years of Sunday school
attendance. They should make sure tea on Sunday afternoon from 5:30 to
We see no reason, however, why men and women of university age
Sarah Lou Cooney and Jane Power student does it sincerely.
they're not caught until their senior 6:45 o’clock.
are not capable of using the proper discretion in matters pertaining year. Then they can put in three more Shelia Brown of Butte was a guest of Helena will spend the week-end at
to the continuance or the abolition of customs which, to them, are years on their m aster’s degree.
of Janet Phalen at dinner Monday their homes,
night at Corbin hall.
not affairs of little or no consequence.
Mother's Club
If empty words can do the trick
Helen Kelleher and Frances Smith
Mother's club of Zola Chi sorority
School reformers will fix things quick, were hostesses at dinner Wednesday
Eskimos, says Father Hubbard, noted Arctic explorer, drink rotten
at Corbin hall to Glenna Smitli and met Tuesday afternoon at the chapter
TONIGHT ONLY!
TODAY and SATURDAY!
stuff, “ rotten enough to burn holes in your shoes.” Welcome, Eskimos, “The world economic conference | Katherine Howe.
house. Mrs. Edith Smith presided.
Richard Barthehness in
will probably be the most important
to civilization.
Betty Ann Anderson of Garrison
“ CABIN IN THE COTTON”
event in 1933.”—Sir Josiah Stamp.
spent the week-end at her home.
— In —
half of a pork, veal and mutton and
Well, we may be wrong, but Spring
Elinor Shields was the Tuesday din
SATURDAY ONLY!
later showed the class through the quarter comes in 1933, too.
ner guest of Alice Patterson at North
A Paramount Special
pickling room, smoke house and
hall.
“ THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER”
sausage plant. ThlB trip is always PRACTICE COURT WEDNESDAY
COMING SUNDAY 1
Wednesday dinner guests at North
Different cuts of meat and an taken in preparation to the laboratory
Hall were Ida Patterson who was the
STARTING SUNDAY!
analysis of their comparative costs study of purchasing meat.
Practice court will be held in the guest of Alice Patterson, H arriet Gil
Favorite of Gadlolund “LUXURY LINER”
were demonstrated to the class in
Law school Wednesday night at 7:30, lespie, the guest of Vera Miller, Kath
In Her First Big Picture
With an All-Star Cast of
foods when the women visited the
Seven oil paintings by Olive Bar with a personal injury case of Isaacs leen Harrlgan who was the guest of
Param ount Players
Schramm-Hebard meat market under nett, student in the School of Fine against Gearing. Astrld Arnoldson Dorothy Griffon, Doris Klndschy, a
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
the direction of Anne C. Platt, pro Arts, are now on display in Room will be attorney for the plaintiff, and guest of Constance Priest, and Rachel
VARSITY
VODVIL
VARSITY V0DVIL
fessor in the Department of Home 301, Main hall. The work Included Hugh Lemlre, tbe attorney for the de Spafford who was the guest of Kath
March 3
March 3
Economics.
in the exhibition consists of pieces fense. The judgo will be W alter L. erine Mason. Esther Lentz and Emma
Florence Hole! Building
Mr. W. II. Hebard cut up a beef, one done this quarter.
Pope, professor of law.
Bole were also guests of Katherine

SENIOR BENCH

A

Oliver Blayds, Actor

Fine Arts Exhibit
Features Coven

I

J

Any Type of Dancing

B

MARG ALLEN 1

“The Truth
About Blayds”

S

Little Theatre

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO
Sylvia Sidney

Foods Class Visits
Local Meat Market

j

“Madame Butterfly ”

j

Kate Smith

Public Drug

“Hello Everybody**
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Miners Stage Sensational Rally
To Triumph Over Grizzly Quintet
5t,te University Five Has Lead at Half Time; Defeat Puts State Title
In Hands of Bobcats and Orediggers
Coining from behind in the closing minutes of play to overcome
a ten point lead, the Orediggers of the School of Mines in Butte out(cored the Grizzlies, 45 to 38, to win the second contest of the two{
tamejfseries
series Tuesday. The first game,
Monday, was won by the

;1-“ies,
leave*1
Srftilles. 56 to 40. These games le
a v e f —----------state collegiate basketball race O
•
r , l
„1|
‘he school of Mines and
g Stale College Bobcats. The State
Cnirersity is definitely out of the race
^cause of a defeat at the hands of
d* Carroll college Saints.
as usual, the Miners opened with a
iwaiidowski Will Assist Oakes;
whirlwind offense which gave them an
Workouts to Be Finished
fjrly lead, but th e ’ superior passing I
By Track Season
and floor worlc ot the Grizzlies found
tie half time score at 20-14, with the 1
Coach Bunny, Oakes announced yes
Grizzlies on the long end.
terday that the opening day of spring
i few minutes after the second per football practice a t the State Univer
iod began the Grizzlies ran up an 11 sity will be either March 6 or March
Mint lead, the greatest difference sep 13. This date is one to two weeks
arating the two teams a t any time. earlier than th at of last year, and is
Hen Erickson and Gallant ot the Ore- so arranged to allow those freshmen
dlggers began to hit the hoop and tal who desire to compete in both foot
lied 23 points while the Grizzlies ac ball and track to do so by participat
counted for 11. The Grizzlies were ing in football for the first five or
unable to get going again, and with six weeks, then finishing the season
pot out on personals, the defense in track. The schedule was arranged
laded to shut tight.
by Oakes and Harry Adams, track
The game was refereed by Siebert coach. Coach Oakes will be assisted
cf Oklahoma, a last minute substitu this spring by Coach Lewandowski.
te . Since the crowd disapproved of
The date will be determined def
several of Harvey Elliott’s decisions, initely by weather conditions. Un
ite change was made to avert a pos- u8uauy severe weather may cause the
able "riot."
date to be changed to March 21.
lineups and summary:
| As is customary, the Varsity will
FG FT p f :Pts.
Grizzlies (38)
be selected from the men engaged in
Brown, £:------------ ......... 4 5 2 13 spring practice who have had previous
2 1 0 5
Erickson, £ (C) ....
Varsity competition. The session will
1 0 7
Heller, c — —— ____ 3
last six weeks at the longest.
Hiiiman, g — — l__ _ 0 0 1 0 The first week of practice will be
0 4 6
Fox, g ------------- s2s__ 3
devoted to conditioning. Special at
3 3 5
Dahlberg, c .......... ____ 1
tention will be given to the new men
0 1 2
Hlleman, g -------- ... _... 1
and those who have not had previous
Holloway, g -------- ___ _ 0 0 1 0 experience.
•
McDonald, t ........ . - 0 0 0 0 Much emphasis is placed upon the
Rhinehart, g -------___ _ 0 0 0 0 spring workouts because of the shoi£
Fitzgerald, £ -------__ _ 0 0 0 0 fall session. The present conference
regulations allow only two weeks of
____ 14 10 12 38
Totals ........
practice before the first game. Mon
Miners (45)
5 1 23 tana’s opening game is with Oregon
E. Erickson, £ _ ____ 9
State college on September 30.
0 2 4
Hammond, £ ------ ____ 2
0 4 2
Walsh, c ( C ) ---- -____ 1
OFFICIAL IX MISSOULA
1 2 3
Murphy, g ___,— ____ 1
Gallant, g ......... ,____ 5 3 3 13
Herb Dana, Pacific Coast Confer
Trueworthy, g .... .... o 0 0 0 ence Commissioner of Officials, passed
Mullaney, c____ ____ 0., 0 2 0 through Missoula yesterday on the
— — — —
North Coast Limited en route to his
Totals ............. _ ...18 9 14 45 home. Dana was called from the east
due to illness in his family. The con
ference official was met a t the train
by Bunny Oakes and Kirk Badgley of
the State University athletic depart
i ment.

ppnng fOOtball
Practice Starts
Early in March

Eliminations Start
For"M” Club Bouts

Wednesday Sees F irst Exhibitions I
In Boxing Division
“M” club eliminations in boxing
began Wednesday in the men’s gym
nasium with contests in the heavy,
bantam and welterweight divisions.
George Kuka, Chicago, 111., and F.
Wilcox, Missoula, tangled in the heavy
dass, the decision going to Kuka, and
Eddie Cook and Lester Robbins, ban
tamweights, fought to a decision for
Cook in the only two bouts of the
morning session.
Four welterweight matches marked
the afternoon eliminations. In the
iirat match, Harold Hague, Missoula,
ond Leland Taylor, Troy, battled to
a three-round draw. Both Hague and I
Taylor were dealing punishing blows
and after the allotted two rounds, th e !
light was declared even. The boys
went an extra round to decide the
wipner, but the addition ended a draw.
They will fight again today.
Fred Herwig, Miles City, and Rich-T
ard Ormsbee, Hamilton, fought a tworannd match which was won by Her»ls In the second round. Herwig
filed up his points in the second ses>lon by getting inside of Ormsbee’s
Punches and sending rights and lefts
i° the body.
Richard Thomas, Missoula, won a
decision from Erwin Cornwell, Lodge I
Grass, in a bout that was featured by
<me knockdown.
Elbert Peete, Missoula, and Paul
Marshall, Libby, tangled In the most
Pten match of the day. Marshall led
ier the first round, using his left ef
fectively, but Peete, coming back i n ,
■he second round piled up points with
food blocking and sure punching, won
decision.
Wrestling eliminations for the tourPfbient will sta rt Monday.

Page Three

KAIMIN

Game Laurels Go
To Alpha Xi, D.G.

Bobcats Challenge Miners
To Gaines for State Title

For the first time, in Montana ath
letic history, the State School of Mines
team claims the basketball champion
ship. The Miners have, lost only one
game to a Montana team. That was to
the Grizzlies Monday night. The Min
ers’ record is better than th at of any
collegiate team in the state. The Bob
cats, though they haven’t played the
Miners, lost two games, the Grizzlies
four and Montana Normal three, two
of which were to the Orediggers.

To accept the tie for the state
Castles, Armour, Haiubleton Score championship with the School of
Illifh in Scries Events
Mines is not appealing to the
members of the State College bas
Alpha Xi Delta and Delta Gamma ketball team.
Coach Shubert
were winners 'i n the opening games |
Dyche of the Bobcats, in response
of the intersorority tournament played
to the pleas of his men, dispatched
Tuesday evening in the women’s gym
the following challenge to the
nasium.
Butte school:
Alpha Xi Delta took an easy vic
“The team wants to stake the
tory in the first game over Kappa state basketball title in a homeKappa Gamma, the final score being and-home series with the School
41-3. High scorers for the. winning
of Mines five. We recognize the
The School of Mines was unable to tdam were Juanita Armour with 161
undoubted class of the Mines club.
schedule a series of games with the points and. Carol Hambleton with 9
It is probably one of the best in
State College before the season points.
the state, but we don’t think they
opened because the. Bobcats thought
The Sigma Kappa-Delta Gamma can claim the state championship
that they would be too busy in their
teams were more evenly matched, the
without playing the Bobcats, who
own conference-. Now that they have
gome ending with the close score of are in reality defending the crown
lost claim to the state championship
10-9. High scorer for this game was they won last year. On a percent
for the first time in eight years they
Mary Castles of the Sigma Kappa team
age basis the Miners and the Bob
are trying to arrange a series with
cats are equal if only major
who has seven points to her credit.
the Miners.
(state) collegiate competition is
Both games were refereed by Gladys
— o—
Allred, and were umpired by Ruth
reckoned. They have won one
The Bobcats think that they
Nlckey, instructors in the Department game and lost one, the Cats have
have a right to defend the title
lost two and won two.”
of Physical Education.
they won last year. The Miners
The Bobcats are anxious to
In <the first game last night, the
have a perfect right to their title
Alpha XI Deltas continued their win meet the Miners in one game in
claim, but havens any fear of the ning form to defeat the Tri Delts, 24-9.
Bozeman and one game in Butte,
Bobcats and have shown a will The winners showed good floorwork I and if the series is still even after
ingness to tangle with the former and a tight defense. Carol Hambleton
two games, to play a “third game
champions. Such a series may be
and Lois Clark were outstanding for anywhere.”
arranged after the Miners finish
The Grizzlies are definitely out
the Alpha XI Deltas.
their regular schedule' against
of the running for the title, as the
Zeta Chi piled up too many points
Idaho Southern Branch, this w'eek.
in the second half for the Alpha Chi defeat by Carroll leaves them in
—o—
Omegas, and won from them, 22-12. third position. The Grizzlies split
Everybody is entitled to his own
even the two series, two with the
The teams showed lots of spirit, and
opinion but it seems queer th at Presi
the game was fast and interesting. Bobcats and one with the Miners,
dent Thompson of the School of Mines
and in major state competition are
Virginia Rigney was the outstanding
refused to permit Harvey Elliott to
one game farther down the list
player for the winners, while Marie
referee the second game between the
due to the game lest to Carroll.
Christian was one of the mainstays
Grizzlies and Miners.
of the loser’s team.
— o—

Elliott’s decisions received . some
hearty boos from a partial crowd. Mon
day night, but that is nothing unusual.
Coach McAuliffe and the Mines play
ers expressed satisfaction with the
former State University m an’s work
and were willing th at he referee the
second game.

The most expensive date costs only
49 cents a t the University of Munich
in southern Germany, and the girl al- j
ways foots one-half of the bill.
At the University of Berlin students'
are permitted a period of six weeks
to analyze and select their professors.

MONTANA TEACHERS
Enroll Immediately for 1933
Vacancies

E . L . Huff T eachers Agency
503 Wilma Bldg.

Missoula, Mont.

Beer for Sale!

DEBATE UNION PLANS
W IN TER PARTY SUNDAY

HI Old Library Bnlldlng Once
Boasted Sncli Signs Mnch
II! To Amazement of Students

Montana Debate Union members and
their guests will hold a skiing and
tobogganing party Sunday afternoon
in Pat tee canyon.
Beer for sale in the new Library | All members and guests are re
building!
quested to meet a t 2:30 o’clock in
| That is probably what State Uni Main hall auditorium and to bring
versity students thought early one their own skis and toboggans. Fol
morning in 1909 when they came to lowing the party, refreshments will
school to find the front of the newly be served at Coach Darrell R. Parker’s
erected Library (now the Law School home.
building) decorated with numerous
Howard Gullickson, who is in
and various kinds of signs, including charge of the party, stated that this
those of a pre-Volstead variety.
is the first social function of the de
Feeling the need of expending some bate union this quarter and 15 mem
of their stored-up ambition, several bers and guests are planning to attend
University students one night made the party.
a foray across the river looking up all
Lotus McKelvie has been confined
the movable signs which they could
to her home several days this week
find.
because of illness.
Using baling wire, stovepipe wire
and anything else available, they dec
This Advertisement Worth 50c
orated the pillars and front of the new
In order to introduce Cast Alum
building. Saloon signs, restaurant
inum frying pans we have a special
signs, church signs and any kind of full-size 8-inch skillet complete
sign which they were able to find that with self-basting cover at $1.95. We
they could take along were pilfered. will allow you to buy one of these
sets for $1.45 and this coupon.
The building, ot course, was locked
BARTHEL HARDWARE
during the night and it is not known
Next Door to the Montana Power
exactly how they managed the oper
ation of hanging the signs.
SlIIIIIIIHIIIIillllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllilll:
The watchman on duty that night
didn’t know anything about it until
i
later. He admitted afterward that he I
walked past the building without rec
ognizing anything unusual.

A Tender, Juicy

I STEAK I

Collective Buying
Saves

E
~
s
One dozen 10c cans to m a to e s IE
| cost 93c; individual purchase $1.20 I—
dozen, or a collective buying saving
of 27c per dozen. All grocery items =
will equal this saving. For more
information on this buying system
dial 5017.

Bitter Root Market
ERNEST MILLIKAN, Manager
SOI South Higgins

is never out ot place bn these
cold, snappy days. Order from a
m arket where only quality meats
are sold. And don’t forget to
listen in on our program over
KGVO.

I J.R. DAILY, Inc. |

has to be a different kind o f
tobacco from that used in
cigarettes . . . and it has to be
made by an entirely different
process . . .

Is THE Place
— for —

Hamburgers and Beer

LEADING SHOE SHOP
514 S. HIGGINS AVE.
Ladles’ half soles, 75c up. Rubber
or leather heels, 25c.
Men’s half soles, $1.00. Rubber or
leather heels, 50c.
p r i c e s ! Qu a l it y ; s e r v i c e !

Fine Hair Cutting Our Specialty

Metropole
Barber Shop
101 E ast Main

Our Work
Is Our Best Recommendation

February Sale
All Picture Frames and
Mouldings Reduced
25 to 50 Per Cent

McKay Art Co.

Typewriters
Special RENTAL RATES
to
Student!

Lister Typewriter
Service
127 East Broadway Phone 2467

UT in Kentucky, where they have
pretty women, fast hor'ses, and
blue grass, there grows a tobacco called
White Burley. It doesn’t grow anywhere
else in the world.
There is a type of this White Burley
that is best suited for pipe smoking. It
is neither too thick nor too thin. It is
not light and chaffy; at the same time,
it is not rank or strong. "U. S. Type
31” is the government classification
for White Burley.
Since no other pipe tobacco has yet
been found which seems to equal White
Burley, this is what we use in making
Granger Rough Cut.
Next, we use the Wellman Method,
a famous 1870 method of making pipe
tobacco, to give Granger its fine flavor
and fragrance. Then, too, Granger is
"Rough Cut”— just like they used to
"whittle” their tobacco off a plug with
a jack-knife. It smokes cool, lasts longer
and never gums a pipe.
And finally, we want to sell Granger
for 10 cents. Good tobacco—right pro
cess—cut right. So we put Granger in
a sensible soft foil pouch instead of an
expensive package, knowing that a man
can’t smoke the package.
Granger has not been on sale very
long, but it has grown to be a popular
smoke. Folks seem to like it.

O

©1933

UGGETT«, MYERS
TOBACCO CO.

The Granger
pouch keeps the
tobacco fresh

TEN CENTS

=j
5
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~
E
§
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occo
io Smoke

The Missoula Club

‘"REAM SQUAD” MEETS
FRESHMAN FIVE TONIGHT
Tonight the Grizzly "Dream Squad”
**t» the Grizzly Cubs a t 8 o'clock.
SfSame Is the culmination of a clmleil6e issued by “Dream Squad” player,
coach and manager. Cal Emery. There
be no admission charge for the
tilt
The "Dreamers” will s ta rt Emery,
~®*nald, Htftman, Rhlnebart and
J*onsiand. Coach Lockwood of the
** has announced no starting

Sporty Vents

MONTANA

THE

Convocation Held
High Scores Feature
On Charter Day Inter-college Games
(Continued from Pace One)

ment o£ Foreign Languages, has
served the institution since its first
classes were held. At the beginning
he was professor of modern languages
and temporarily in charge of the De
partm ent of Mechanical Engineering.
Other members of the first faculty
were Oscar J. Craig, A.M., Ph.D., pres
ident; Stephen A. Merritt, B.S., pro
fessor of mathematics; William A.
Aber, A.B., professor of Greek and
Latin; Mary Oliver Gray, instructor
in music, and Mary A. Craig, B.S.,
librarian.
Dr. M. J. Elrod, head of the De
partment of Biology, came to the State
University in February, 1897, and or
ganized the Department of Biology.
For some time he taught all the
science students, 250. In 1900, J. P.
Rowe, now chairman of the Depart
ment of Geology, was secured to take
charge of the Department of Physics
and Geology. These two men follow
Professor Scheuch in the length of
time they have been in the service of
the school.
$35,000 Appropriated
In 1897, the legislature appropriated
$35,000 for the support of the school
for the next two years. They also
passed Senate Bill No. 1, which' pro
vided for the issuance of bonds to be
secured by the State University lands.
This bill raised $100,000 and from this
sum University and Science halls were
constructed,, being completed in 1899.
The present campus site was do
nated to the state by Frances G. Hig
gins and Edward L. Bonner of Mis
soula.
In 1901 another bond issue was
authorized and from its proceeds Craig
hall, a dormitory for women, and the
women's gymnasium were constructed.
The present Law building was com
pleted in 1907 and was then the
library.
Clyde A.' Dunlway of Stanford uni
versity, became president in 1908.
During his administration the School
of Law was established and the sum
mer session was made a part of the

A REAL TREAT
— A —

Veal Porterhouse
Steak
Dinner

50c

With the fraternities hardly off the
court after the finish of their league,
quints from six departments of the
State University started the race for
honors in the Intercollege basketball
tournament.
Wednesday evening, the Business Ad
and Pharmacy teams were victorious
in their opening games, and last night,
the Lawyers and Arts and Sciences
hoop squads won.
Business Ad-Journalism
Numbers failed to stop the fastmoving attack of the Business Ad
team as it wiped up the Journalists,
36-10, in a ragged contest, marked by
poor passing and many penalties.
Frisbee led the scoring with nine
points, and was closely followed by
three teammates who gathered eight
tallies.
Pharmacy-Law

MONTANA

was a member of the Phi Kappa Psi recovery. The development of the Uni.
fraternity. Dean Roscoe Pound, W illa verslty during the next few years *ni
Gather, Dorothy Canfield and Chan-j be just as slow, particularly since th.
cellor Elliott attended Nebraska at the recent crushing blow.”
same time.
Worked Way Through College
fContinued from Pan. One)
Having worked his way through coi
Dr. Rowe has done graduate work
an agricultural and engineering school
lege, Dr. Rowe believes that every bj,
at
Chicago,
Nebraska,
California
and
he was almost forced to take one of
Oregon. He has been a visiting pro should work part of his way through
the two courses. He chose -engineer
fessor at Michigan, Cornell, Columbia, college. " It gives them stamina aitf
ing and was graduated in 1893. He
prepares them for later life." Pareni,
Princeton, California and Nebraska.
later took a m aster’s degree in chem
are too inclined to make it too eu;
Butte School Principal
istry and taught languages at his
for their children by being too g^.
alm a mater.
Dr. Rowe first came to Montana
erous. He believes that a greater 4,
In 1895, Dr, Craig, a member of the
from Lincoln, Neb. In 1898 he was
centage of students went to college fe.
faculty a t Purdue, was appointed
assistant principal and head of the
an education In early days than {j
president of the newly-organized Uni
department of science in Butte high
now. Forty per cent of the moden
versity of Montana. At Dr. Craig’s re
school. In the fall of 1900 he came
, , ,
..stu d e n ts shouldn’t be In collezeil 8
quest, Dr. Scheuch came to Montana
to the University to teach physics and
to be a member of the first faculty of
geology, but, as he did not like the
, ’
,
..
1 The morals of the younger genen.
the University and to organize a
institution, he soon returned to B utte,...
, . ,,
„ tion are about the same as the nM
school of engineering. In 1915 this
only to come back to the University
“*•
,
_
,
.
I believe that, if they enjoy it, wfiSS
school was transferred to Bozeman in
in December.
I was to receive
U0" B
,
, ,
„
,
„
_ _ _
should do the same things as th e m
exchange for the School of Pharmacy.
the chair of geology," said Dr. Rowe, „
, .
. . . .
,
”
. _
. ,
. , ,
However, I do object to smoklnc
Acting President
“b u t instead I received a whole daven-1
6
the campus and in the halls." 38
Dr. Scheuch was acting president of
port which included teaching algebra,
Dr. Rowe has traveled extensivth
the University from 1915 to 1917.
physiology, mineralogy, geology and
both in the United States and abroji
Dr. Scheuch lias always regretted
physics."
He smokes a cigar occasionally,
that the units of the Greater Unlver- »“ * •» «oin« ,0 with8tand lhe fearfuI
During his early years in Montana,
hobbies are motoring and golf. Hg
sity of Montana were never united and I«ut in the appropriations vlthout
one large school built in their stead, (“ rious curtailment. "Education I s P 1’^r/road^TunnfnK ha” 1,Iayed g0lf in alr
everir ■
more appreciated than it used to be. “ ,e trancontlnental railroads running I
COuntry in the world. 3
President Craighead, during his
. . Lpi,,.
u in tn rii ore
in e in
of office from 1912 to 1916, conceived
lh e w
legislators
are nni
not m
going
to knock
knock through
- Montana and
, he fhas contribto
the plan of having a group of out- us down always. The people of the | utea a S,e a t Ilumbei or articles to
ill have a better scientific journals.
standing national educators come to lsla ’-e someda
The next 35 years
Dr. Rowe came to Butte with the
Montana and plan one large unlver- sense of valu
ally. At th at time the various units M
™<=aa
a<* Important develop-.intention of becoming a mining law
KOOM AND BOARD
could have been scrapped at little c o st menta J“ the University as the p a st|y e r He was much impressed by the
| wealth and activity around Butte at
However, establishment of the office
years.
that time. He felt that “Montana had | BOARD- $16. TWO MEALS, $
of chancellor in 1914, and the su b -|
Believes In Modern Stndentthree meals, per month; cholcag
sequent $3,000,000 bond issue in 1916 Dr. Elrod believes th at modern u- more potential good than any state
menu;
excellent
home cooktog
which built up the various units, dents are ju st as good as those in the In the union.”
Yankee
Cafe, 512 S. Higgins. If
Dr. Rowe feels that it will be a numtended to prevent any possible unifica p a s t More and more students are
coming to school because it is the ber of years before the state returns “VARSITY HOUSE,” BLOCK PROM
tion.
Regarding the abolition of the office fashion. “It is surprising th at they to a reasonably prosperous condition.
campus; homelike atmosphere, good
“The distance which * ( have t< ship eats; $20 per month.
of chancellor, Dr. Scheuch said he get along as well as they do
any of our products ■vhether it be
feared that it might mean the return many distractions nowadays.”
Dr. Elrod was instrum ental in the copper or wheat make it that much j NEW LOW PRICES ON ROOMS, to
of the old jealousies and the competi
Eddy. Phone 5438.
tion between the various units, and establishment of the Bison range near | more difficult for us to have a quick
might mean six* more lobbies at legis Ravalli, and for the procuring of 160
acres
of
land
from
the
government
lative sessions. “The curtailm ent of
the growth of the University is of for a biological station at Flathead
course extremely serious; neverthe lake. His private collection formed!
less we have weathered other serious the first nucleus of the University
botanical collection. He has done a
storms,” he said.
Phone 2161
626 South Higgins Avenue
great deal of research work in Glacier
“Morals No Big Problem*
In comparing the present college park.
Missoula’s Fruit and Vegetable Store
Dr.
J
.
P.
Rowe
generation with early day students at
Deeply engrossed over what ap
Montana, Dr. Scheuch said, “the pres
AN UP-TO-THE-MINUTE MARKET CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN
ent group is ju st as good, and in fact, peared to be an ordinary bit of rock,
THE UNIVERSITY DISTRICT. YOU CAN’T BEAT
a bit better. I admire the frankness I®r* Howe nd Dr. Clapp were discov
K. A- W. VALUES ANYWHERE. PHONE US!
ered
to
be
in
and openmindedness of the modern
student. As to their morals, well, they
are no more of a problem than they
have always been.”
hall. Upon Di
While a student at Purdue, Dr.
Clapp’s retire
Scheuch took an active interest in the
Large sizfe Arizona SeedlesaiBj
New Navels
ment, Dr. Row
various literary societies prevalent a ll
Large size, dozen, 29c
3 for 21c
consented 1
th at time. He was a classmate and I

Early Experiences
Sigma Chis
Told by Old-timers
Win 1 9 3 3
Hoop Title
Phi Delta Theta Wins Second Place
With Delta Sigma Lambda,
Kappa Sigma Third

Sigma Chi won the 1933 champion
ship of the State University interfra
ternity basketball league which closed
Tuesday with three games' The lead
ers won eight games and lost one, be
ing closely followed by the Phi Delta
Theta quint with seven victories and
two losses.
Scoring tabulations for the teams
and players are not yet complete, but
Rubin Lewon and Leland Storey,
both of the Kappa Sig team, are lead
ing the point-makers with 76 points.
Independent-Kappa Sigma
The Independent quint took advan
In the second game of the evening
the Pharmacists scored late in the sec tage of the Kappa Sig team’s weak
ond half to pull ahead with an 18-12 ness and triumphed in a 31-22 melee.
victory over the Law quint. Woods The winners were working together,
of the winners and Lemire of the Law land played one of the best games on
yers, shared scoring honors with the schedule. Don Lindeberg was
high-point man with 10 tallies, and
seven points apiece.
was followed by Castles who scored
Law-Forestry
Piling up a long lead in the first nine points as a substitute for the
half and stopping a last period rally, losers.
1).S.L.-Phi Sigs
the Lawyers defeated the Foresters,
Scoring m an y ' times in the second
29-18, last night in a ragged game.
Talbot ran up 16 points to take the half, the D.S.L. quint pushed ahead of
the Phi Sigs and triumphed in a rag
high-scoring honors.
ged game, 37-24. Miller of the winners
Arts and Science-Business Ad
The Arts and Sciences team ran up and Honnold of the losers scored 11
point after point to smother the Busi points to lead the point-makers, and
ness Ad quint, 46-17, in a fast contest were followed by Cushman of the Phi
last night, kiddie Schmoll of the win Sigs, who garnered 10 tallies.
ners, scored 12 points to lead the
Phi Belt-Sigma N’u
teams.
The Phi Delts won their game when

the Sigma Nus failed to show up, and
State University. In 1912, Edwin B. forfeited the contest.
Craighead became president and dur
The final standings of the teams
ing the next few years business ad
ministration, journalism, pharmacy, are:
Team
home economics and forestry were
added to .the schools and departments ISigma Chi . ..
Phi D e l ts __
of the institution.
Kappa Sigma
Scheuch President In 1915
I
Professor Scheuch was appointed D.S.L. _____
fS.A.E.
_____
acting president in 1915 and served
until 1917 when Edward O. Sisson be Independents
came president. He served until 1921 A.T.O. ........ .
when Charles H. Clapp, the present S.P.E. _____
executive, was appointed. Since 1915, Phi Sigs ___
eight new buildings have been erected Sigma Nu .....
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KAIMIN
and
munlty as he had n o .desire to become
a transient professor.
Born In Pennsylvania
Dr. Elrod was born in Pennsylvania.
He graduated from Simpson college
in Indlanola, la. He later taught and
did graduate Work a t Illinois Wes
leyan university, before coming to
Montana. While an undergraduate
student his prim ary extra-curricular
interest was baseball. He was a mem
ber of the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity.
"Arriving in Missoula, then a town
of about 5,000 inhabitants, on Ground
Hog day in February, 1897, the situa
tion did not look very impressive. For
the day was cold, raw, rainy, sloppy,
quiet and gloomy. At that time the
University consisted of two buildings
in the center of a forty-acre area.”
Dr. Elrod Is particularly optimistic
about the future of the University and
is not discouraged about the action of
the present legislators, other than that
he cannot perceive how the Univer-

Classified Ads

K . & W . G rocers

Friday and Saturday Specials
Grapefruit
Oranges

and the school has grown in enroll
ment, faculty members, courses of in
struction and scholarship standing.
1 case, $3.25
belonged to the famous Sigma Chi fra-1
The first football game a t the State
ternity group consisting of Booth I
University was played on “the flat,”
Dr. Rowe atnorth of the campus on the banks of | Dr. David R. Porter will' speak to (Tarkington, George Ade, John T. McRome Beautys. Nice cookers,™
tended the
the Missoula river. The students sat Istudents Saturday evening at 8 o’clock Cutcheon and George B arr McCutch-|
Fancy Hothouse
University of
eon.
For
the
last
20
years
he
has
been
I
a
t
616
Eddy
avenue.
Raymond
Culver,
Box, 83c
on the nearby terraces..
2 pounds, 17c
Nebraska, and
head of Y. M. C. A. work in the North praetor of the 18th province of Sigma I
At Montana In 1898 while a fresh
west, will also speak. Students will Chi fraternity.
man there, he
Fancy Wrapped
Dr. Scheuch smokes cigarettes, is |
be free to leave a t 9 o’clock for fu r
par ticularly fond of coffee and hl» marched and drilled to the commands
ther engagements.
6 pounds, 25c
hobby is to “get old furniture and re- f Lieut. John J. Pershing, who later
Box, $1.33
3 pounds, 12c
All students living in private homes | finish I t ”
was to become commander-in-chief of
lor
residences
of
Missoula
are
invited
the United States Army. Dr. Rowe’s
Dr. M. J . Elrod
BITTER ROOT MARKET
Bnnch Beets, Carrots, Turnips, Cauliflower, Spinach, Endive, Broceoll,
to Corbin hall tea Sunday, February
Interrupted while w riting a paper. xtra-curricular activities in College
801 So. Higgins
Leek, Napa, Mustard Greens, W atercress, New Peas, Celery Boot,
119. from 5:30 to 6:45 o’clock.
Dr. Elrod in his office in the Natural pere many and varied. He was iifj
Green Beans, Green Onions, Radishes, Rhubarb, Green Peppers, Squash.
Washed
Carrots, Apples, Bananas, Cranberries, Rutabagas.
the
Glee
club,
active
in
dramatics,
and
Science building consented to spend
played some baseball and football. He
a short time reminiscing.
In 1894, after attending the World’s
fair, Dr. Elrod and a friend came to
Montana on business relative to news
paper advertising, work re
m ote from
biology a n d
botany. While
on the trip
t h e y camped
on Lolo and
EXPLANATION: T h e chair’s rear
climbed to the
left leg is made of tubing. A hole is bored
to p o f th e
in the stage and the chair is placed so
mountain. Dr.
that^the tube leg is over it. A n assistant
Elrod was par
pushes the rope up through %
the chair leg
ticularly
im
under the victim’s coat.
pressed by the
mountains, and
by the type of
country. A lev
later upon read
ing of the establishment
the Uni
verslty of Montana at Missoula, he
As colorful as the first tulip—as
recalled his visit and thereupon sent
ILLUSION: Some member of the audience is politely requested to sit
utterly sm art as any import you
down on a chair. T he magician tells him that his coat seems to be bunched
his application to President Craig.
ever saw—yet so low priced you
up in the back, and offers to correct it. Whereupon he pulls out a big
His application was accepted and In
can sigh with relief. Picked prints,
coil of rope.
1897, accompanied by his wife and
combinations, crisp black and
daughter, he came to Montana. “All
white, in short, dresses with "Q”.
of my friends thought I was making
a foolish move.” At the time, Dr.
Elrod intended the move to be per
FEATURED IN OUR
manent. He wanted to make his home

Notices

Apples

Rhubarb

Delicious

New Carrots

Fancy

Head Lettuce, 5c

THE NEW HUT

Spring
Dresses

IT’S FUN TO BE FOOLED. . .
IT’S MORE FUN TO KNOWI

BUDGET SHOP
Second Floor

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 mid 9, Higgins Building
Phone 1097

DR. J. L. MURPHY

I

Let’s look at the cigarette ad
vertising trick called “ H eat
T reatm ent.”
ex pla n a tio n ! All cigarette to
baccos arc treated with heat.
But it is not from “ heat treat
ment” that a cigarette gets
flavor and mildness.

Mildness, flavor, throat-ease
—all come from the use of
costly, ripe tobaccos.
It Is a fact, well known by leaf
tobacco experts, that Camels
are made from finer, more
expensive tobaccos than any
other popular brand.

Camels have given more
people more pleasure than
any other cigarette. Smoke
Camels, and enjoy the fine deli
cate flavor of costlier tobaccos.

NO TRICKS IN

Eyes Exnnilneit—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

.. JUST COSTLIER
DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

TOBACCOS
IN A MATCHLESS

BLEND
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